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Abstract: Due to thermomechanical hysteresis in solids undergoing martensitic type of structure transformations the
macroscopic strain and volume fraction of martensite are not a single-valued function of stress and temperature, but
they become functions of the process of their change. Some of the phenomenological approaches describing ma~n
thermomechanical properties of shape-memory alloys (SMA) connected with hysteresis were recently developed. 4
special type of differential equations (DE) describing evolution of the inelastic macroscopic strain and volume

fraction of martensite as functions of the temperature have been proposed in our recent papers. Simplest applicatio~~s
of these equations to a strain evolution during the multiple temperature cycling in a small temperature interval Itwe
been also discussed. Some other problems associated with the irreversible processes caused by hysteresis will be
discussed in the present paper. In particular, a new interpretation of DE method based on the transition probability
concept and high order approximation including the return point effect is considered.

1. INTRODUCTION

The main thermomechanical properties of shape-memory alloys are directly connected with martensil~c
type phase transitions in these systems. Because the martensitic transformations, as a rule, are the first order
transitions, a special attention should be attracted to a hysteretic behavior of shape-memory alloys. The
most important characteristics of the temperature- or stress-induced martensitic transformations have been
studied in detail in [l-51. It has been shown that such the macroscopic state variables as inelastic strain or
volume fraction of the martensite are always complex multi-valued functions of the temperature acd
external stress. Therefore, the shape-memory alloys should be considered as systems having an infin~te
number of state equations that represent the inelastic strain and volume fraction of martensite as functions of
the external stress and temperature, correspondingly.
Some of the phenomenological approaches being developed for the thermomechanical state equations
of shape memory alloys were recently published in 16- 10,14-161. In particular, a special type of differential
equation describing evolution of the inelastic macroscopic strain and volume fraction of martensite as a
function of the temperature has been proposed in our recent papers [l 1,12,20,21]. Its application to partial
temperature cycling processes in shape-memory alloys and some other problems associated with the
irreversible processes caused by hysteresis have been discussed in [21,22].
During the last time the similar models were studied in [17-191.
2. GENERAL ASPECTS OF MT-KINETICS
As well known for the martensitic type phase transitions, the temperature and mechanical stress are the
main external forces that can essentially influence the transformation process. In particular, as direct as well
as reverse transformation process can be induced in the material due to the corresponding temperature or
stress change. The main macroscopic state variables such as martensite volume fraction and macroscopic
strain represent quantitatively the transformation result. As follows from different experimental studies, all
the state variables are very complex multi-valued functions of the external driving forces. Speaking exactly,
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the state variables can not be more considered as functions of current values of the stress or temperature,
but instead,they become finctions of the external driving force change. The main cause of such a behavior is
connected with the thermomechanical hysteresis of the materials undergoing first order diffusionless
martensitic phase transition.
In particular, the volume fraction of martensitic phase can be considered as the most representathe
macroscopic state variable for the temperature-induced martensitic transformation occurring without any
external stress applied. In this case, the transformation process can be represented by the main hysteresis
loop describing martensite volume fraction change during as direct as well as reverse martefisitic
transformation on cooling and heating, respectively. Besides of the complete transformation cycle, a set of
sub-loops representing partially direct and partially reverse transformation processes are usually observed,
as indicated in Fig. l. Each of partial sub-loops is characterized by a definite return point where, the cooling
process is replaced by heating or vise versa.

Fig. 1. Typical scheme of the martensite volume fraction behavior during partial MT.

It should be also noted that each point inside the main loop represents one of the possible stationary
two-phase state of the system. All these are the metastable ones, because no volume fraction change is
usually observed if one stops the cooling or heating process at this point for any time. This also denotis
that thermal fluctuations do not play any significant role in MT. As a result, transitions from one metastab\e
state to another one are only possible on driving the system with any external thermodynamical force, such
as a temperature or stress. Therefore, the transformation paths in Fig. l represent continuous sequences rlf
metastable states that the system can run on driving by the temperature change process.
Definite efforts have been made by several authors to find the corresponding constitutive methods to
describe the main peculiarities of MT-kinetics. In particular, Cory and McNichols [6] have developed the
approximation scheme of MT based on an infinite set of state equations representing evidently families of
partial transformation trajectories. Likhachev and Koval [l 1,12,20,21] have proposed a special type
differential equation describing evolution of the inelastic strain and volume fraction of martensite during the
partial temperature-induced MT. Recently, Ivshin and Pence [l 7,181 considered other differential model
that is similar, but not identical, to that studied in [l 1,121 and analyzed the nonlinear modifications for both
the models [19].
3. REPRESENTATION O F MT-KINETICS IN FRAMEWORK O F DEM

As follows from the results represented in Fig. l, the macroscopic volume fraction of martensitic phase
can be characterized by the main hysteresis loop X = z-(T) and X = z+(T) corresponding to cooling and
heating processes, respectively. Furthermore, a set of sub-loops representing partial transformation
processes are also possible as shown here. Therefore, the martensite volume fraction is always a definite
function of the temperature change process and can take arbitrary values inside the main hysteresis loop.
The possibility to describe the irreversible evolution of macroscopic variables caused by hysteresis in
the framework of differential equation method @EM) follows immediately from the assumption that only a
single path from each family in Fig. l can pass through a given point with coordinates ( X , T ) inside the main
hysteresis loop. Therefore, only a single value of the first derivative dx / d~ for the cooling or heatino,

family of paths may correspond to each point in the ( X , T ) plane. Mathematically, this denotes that d~ ldT
must be a single-valued function of X and T separately for cooling and heating processes. Accordingly,
each thermodynamical path belonging to the cooling or heating family must satis@ the following type of
differential equations:

where S+(X,T) are single-valued functions of ( X , T) associated with the heating and cooling processes
that are signed as (k),respectively. It has also been found that S+(,y,T) can be expressed as a linear
hnction of^

with the temperature dependent coefficients a + ( ~
and
) P+(T) depending only on the main hysteresis loop
shape represented by z+( T ) functions:

Therefore, the differential equations for the basic heating and cooling paths family are:

These equations make it possible to predict the volume fraction evolution for any temperature change
process. In accordance with Eq.(4), for this aim one should know only the information about the
temperature behavior of z+(T)-paths representing the main hysteresis loop.
These can be also represented as the time-evolution equations of x ( T ) . Because the time derivative of
* ( T ) is 2 = i(dX l d ~ and
) using Eqns.(l,2) one can easily obtain:

This one can be considered as a special kinetic equation describing athermal type of marten sit.^
transformation kinetics.

4. TRANSITION PROBABILITY CONCEPT
To understand better the nature of differential equation method a very important physical interpretation
based on the master kinetic equation concept proposed in [25] will be considered in this section. As follows
from this well known in physics general concept, the kinetic equations describing reactions between two
phases A o M (austeniteomartensite) can be represented in the following general form:

2ttl = - w ~ - ' ~ ~+,w, , ~

-'~'~~~

(6)
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These equations represent the temporal evolution of the martensitic (m) or austenitic (a) phase fraction due
to the local m -+a and a m microscopic transformation processes with the corresponding transition
probabilities:
and w a j m Here,
. ;l;,,, ,fa denote the rates of xm,xachange, correspondingly. The
considered kinetic equations satis@ automatically the following conservation rule:

xm + xa = const = 1

(8)

Due to this rule, representing for example the austenitic fraction as X , = 1- X , and substituting it into the
first master equation one can easily obtain the single evolutionary kinetic equation for the martensitic phase
fraction:

Comparing this equation with Eq.(5) found in framework of DEM one can easily see that those are similar
each other. Therefore, the corresponding kinetic coefficients, following as from DEM as well as from
master equations, must be equal too. That is, the following relations can be immediately found:

By using the results represented by Eq.(3) the evident expressions for the transition probabilities can be
found as follows:

It is important that both w a j mand w ~ - 'are
~ always positively defined functions because all the ternls
included into the brackets are positive. This denotes that their interpretation as the transition probabilities is
physically correct.

5. CONSTRUCTION OF HIGH ORDER APPROACH
It is important to note that the possibility to describe the partial transformation processes in the framework
of differential equation (1) is essentially based on the assumption that only a single partial trajectory from
heating or cooling family can pass through a given point ( X , T) inside the main loop. This also denotes that
the transformation trajectories from heating (or cooling) family cannot intersect each other. As follow from
different experimental studies DEM usually represent a good quantitative scheme of calculation for the first
order partial sub-loops in real shape-memory materials. In this case the misfit between the experimental and
simulated transformation paths remains very small. But, one can observe some more misfit for the second
order transformation paths containing a set of the high order internal return points inside the main hysteresis
loop [24]. This misfit is localized in the definite temperature intervals nearly to these return points.
Therefore, one can conclude that DE-method can give good quantitative results asymptotically in the limit
when the partial trajectory will be far enough from the corresponding return point. In this limit the misfit
between the model and experiment will disappear. In other case when these requirements cannot be satisfied
one should take into account definite pre-history effects. In other words, the current value of temperature
slope cannot be more dependent only on the current values of the fraction and temperature, but must be also
dependent on the other pre-history variables such as the preceding return points temperatures.

To take into account similar return point effects we propose to change the main constitutive equation
(1) of DEM by the more general version proposed in [23]:
d ~ I ~ T s=~ ~ ( x , T , T ~ )

(13

where the local slope d ~ l d T of transformation path becomes the function dependent as on the current
values of ( X , T ) as well as on the last return point temperature TR.According to an asymptotic character of
( X , T , TR) approached to corresponding S+( X , T)-functions
DEM we will require that new functions

sYF

IT-

TRI --+ W . On the other hand the transformation path slope
found in the framework of DEM in the limit
becomes usually very small nearly the return point temperature. So, one can conclude that
T, TR)+ 0 if
TRI + 0. To satisfL these requirements, it is convenient to express

sYF(~,
ITsYF(X,T , TR) as follows:

RPF

S+

(13)

(x,T,TR)=R~T-TR)S*(X,T)

where the return point effect is represented by the return point factor R(r ) . It is evidently that R ( 7 ) + 0 if
( z (+ 0 and R ( z ) + 1 if lzl+ W . In this paper we will use a simple model representation of the return point
factor satisfying these conditions:
~ ( 7= )1-

exp(-lzI 1r R )

(14j.

IT-

Here, the material constant z ~ defines the temperature interval
TRl S S R where the return point effect 1s
the most essential. Inside of this interval d ~ ldT takes very small values different from those predicted by
T ~2 Z( R . As a result, the
DE-method. But, both methods become equivalent asymptotically, if only
local slope d ~ l d T will not be more a single valued function of current values of ( X , T ) because it can take
an infinite set of values between & ( X , T ) 5 d ~ l d T < 0 in this new version of DEM. Therefore, one can
find an infinite set of partial transformation trajectories intersecting each other at any given point inside tile
main loop. Comparison between the usual DE-method and its new modification taking into account return
point factor (RPF) are represented in Fig.2.
The possibility to find the intersection points between the partial transformation paths are indicated by
arrows in Fig.2.(lefi). The influence of RPF on the partial temperature cycling behavior is also shown at the
bottom side of plots. The main hysteresis loop shape data of Ni-Ti shape-memory alloy necessary to
perform the simulation procedure have been taken from [12].

IT-

temperature

temperature

Fig. 2. Return point effects (left) and partial transformation paths simulated according to DE-method (right).
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The most important conclusions following from the present study of the athermal type of MT-kinetix
can be formulated as follows.
Successful description of the irreversible evolution of macroscopic variables caused by hysteresis IS
possible by using a special type of differential equations with the temperature dependent coeficient
depending only on the main hysteresis loop shape These equations make it possible to predict the
macroscopic volume fraction evolution for different temperature change process including the partial
trajectories.
It is important that the earlier proposed equations can be derived fiom the well known in physics
general concept based on the master kinetic equation if only to apply it to the martensitic tyfie
transformation reactions By using the results found in framework of DEM the evident expressions for the
transition probabilities satisfying all the necessary physical conditions can be found too
The return point effects can be also included into the general scheme of DEM through the return. point
factor as proposed in the last section of present paper
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